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Abstract: Computer worms represent a serious threat for modern communication in-
frastructures. These epidemics can cause great damage such as financial losses or in-
terruption of critical services which support lives of citizens. These worms can spread
with a speed which prevents instant human intervention. Therefore automatic detec-
tion and mitigation techniques need to be developed. However, if these techniques are
not designed and intensively tested in realistic environments, they may cause even
more harm as they heavily interfere with high volume communication flows. We
present a simulation model which allows studies of worm spread and counter mea-
sures in large scale multi-AS topologies with millions of IP addresses.

1 Introduction

Communication infrastructures play a vital role in modern society. Our daily lives be-
come increasingly dependent on them and the services they provide. Computer worms,
however, are a serious threat in this regard. For example, Stuxnet was planned to disturb
nuclear facilities, but hit also control systems of energy providers [FMC11]. The damage
entailed by the Code-Red worm exceeds $2.6 billion [MSC02]. Furthermore, Weaver et
al. developed a theoretical worst case worm, causing $50 billion and more direct eco-
nomic losses [WP04]. SQL slammer infected 90% of the vulnerable hosts in only 10
minutes [DPV07]. Since computer worms spread this fast, it is not possible to stop them
manually. Consequently, there is the need for having autonomous counter measures and
capabilities to test them at hand. In most cases, experiments with a production system are
risky or infeasible, and results from a small test-bed cannot be extrapolated. Mathematical
models offer an alternative, but analytical solutions are hard to find and can often not be
computed efficiently. However, simulation offers the means to evaluate them. Thus, a tool
is needed to perform these simulations with the appropriate level of detail.

In this paper, we present an extension for NeSSi2 , the open source1 Network Security
Simulator [SBC+10]. The focus of NeSSi2 was the evaluation of net-centric intrusion de-
tection systems (IDS) in mid-sized telecommunication networks. In contrast, the extension
enhances the prior work by introducing topologies of multiple autonomous systems (AS)
with regard to RFC 1930. These are IP networks under the control of an ISP, connected

1http://www.nessi2.de
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with an intra-AS routing protocol. Additionally, we present a parametrizable worm model
which allows the simulation of different worm types and exemplary countermeasures.

The rest of this work is structured as follows: First, we give an overview about different
model types allowing worm spread analysis and compare some simulation models. Sec-
ond, we explain our model. Finally, we conduct and evaluate an exemplary case study.

2 Related Work

As worm experiments with operational network structures are infeasible, the use of a
model is required. According to Law [Law07], models can be divided into physical, ana-
lytical or simulation models. Besides the pure forms, it is possible to use combinations of
models:

Physical models These denominate small controlled environments, where a worm could
be released into the wild. It is build with some routers and end systems, at which the
amount of hosts is increased with virtual machines. One example for a physical model is
DETER (cyber-DEfense Technology Experimental Research laboratory Testbed) which is
described in [BBK+07]. It has been used amongst others for collaborative worm contain-
ment [LLJK07].

Analytical models Analytical models describe a system in a deterministic way. The most
common sample used for computer worm analysis is the Kermack-McKendrick or SIR
model [KM27]. The acronym SIR stands for susceptible, infected and removed, whereas
the interrelations between these states are expressed with differential equations. It was
used to model human diseases and transferred to the computer domain afterwards[ZGT02].
Another model is the AAWP model developed by Chen et al. [CGK03]. But through the
abstraction it is difficult to model different spreading schemas or counter measures.

Simulation models A simulation model describes a stochastic process. For instance,
Riley et al. realized a simulation with the Georgia Tech Network Simulator [RSL04]. On
the one hand, a simulation model avoids the need for dedicated hardware, and offers a
larger population as a physical model. On the other hand, it is, contrary to an analytical
model, possible to interfere in the network traffic. As we are interested in evaluating
network-based defense measures, simulation models are the appropriate technique.

Simulation + Analytical An analytical model can be combined with packet-level simula-
tion. This was done by Wang et al. [WLJJ08] to analyze worms spread and countermea-
sures. Therefore, they instantiated special subnets running analytical models which sends
out packets to the simulation. Even if this approach allows bigger networks than a pure
simulation model, it may circumvent distributed detection approaches.

Simulation + Physical Another option is a mixture of simulation and physical models.
A prototype of this was realized for instance by Min-huan et al. [MhXhY+09]. This may
be useful for hardware tests, but neglects large scale effects. Additionally, the difference
between wall and simulation clock should be considered carefully.
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Figure 1: The Worm Mode extension of NeSSi2

2.1 Prior Work

NeSSi2 is a discrete event-based network simulation tool [SBC+10]. As its focus is the
evaluation of net-centric IDS, it supports the Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP) used for the
Internet. It offers a socket like API to model attacks and countermeasures. This includes
also promiscuous mode for IDS models.

NeSSi2 consists of two parts. First, the backend which actually performs the simulations.
Second, the graphical user interface (GUI) which is used to create and edit network struc-
tures. Besides this, the GUI is used to evaluate conducted simulations. Therefore, the
user can select a finished replication and display recorded events, either global or bound
to network elements.

Finally, the API of NeSSi2 has the NeSSi2 -Mode interface. This allows a completely
different handling of network structures like multi-AS topologies with an abstraction from
end hosts. We used this to develop our extension, which will be described in the next
section.

3 Simulation Model for Worm spread in multi-AS topologies

In order to be able to simulate multi-AS topologies without scalability problems, we de-
veloped a Worm Mode as a NeSSi2 -Mode. Figure 1 shows the inspection of a single
finished simulation run with the graphical user interface of NeSSi2 . The realized changes
are described in this section. First, we explain the required model changes:

Net block router Inside an DSL access network, the connections from the broadband
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remote access router (BB-RAR) to the end systems are point-to-point and thus negligi-
ble for network-centric counter measures. Hence it is sufficient to have a single entity
which contains the combined worm models for all the administrated hosts. We realized
the abstracted topology by extending NeSSi2 with a new router type. It handles traffic like
normal router, but additionally administers a net block, called net block router (NBR). This
causes a huge performance increase as we save forwarding over multiple links.

Net block entries Within an NBR, the end systems are described as a list of net block
entries (NBE), containing an IP address, the instantiated worm models, a susceptible and
an infected flag. When a NBR receives a worm packet, it has to lookup in the NBE if
the IP is used and susceptible. In this case, a worm model generating infected traffic is
instantiated. The combined worm traffic of all contaminated hosts in this net block will
be sent via the NBR into the AS. In order to allow simulations at a more fine-grained
resolution (i.e. examination of intra-AS infections), it is desirable to have multiple NBR
in one AS.

Packet structure The normal packet structure in NeSSi2 is memory intensive. As we
have no routing loops, the time to live can be neglected. Because we do not simulate Bit
errors, checksum field and calculation are not required. By continuing in this way and
removing the not required packet fields of the TCP/IP header we have saved some mem-
ory. Additionally, we have designed an abstract worm application level protocol which
considers meta information and no real payload. Thereby, we have lowered the memory
consumption even more.

Routing As the previous scope of NeSSi2were mid-sized telecommunication networks
consisting of one AS, we also adapted the routing. The existing routing was extended
to handle the address space of NBR and is used again as intra-AS routing. For inter AS
routing we added a BGP like routing which allows the handling of multi-AS topologies.

3.1 Topology Generation

We implemented a generic converter in order to handle different types of AS structures.
This converter parses a given topology file and creates a corresponding NeSSi2 data struc-
ture. The resulting file format represents connections between two AS as a line with both
AS numbers, separated by a tab. This simple format allows the use of existing AS topology
generators to create the topology files. Furthermore, it is possible to use real-world data. A
viable option to obtain AS topologies is the CAIDA website2. The resulting data structure
is a NeSSi2 network model where AS are represented by subnets. Inter-AS connections
are directly taken from the AS topology file, and are represented by an AS border router.
Furthermore, every AS contains several NBR. The API offers two ways of determining
the exact number of NBR in a subnet; it can be set to a fixed value or initialized by a
randomization routine.

2http://www.caida.org/data/active/as-relationships/index.xml
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Octet Used worm Random Scanning Code Red Nimda
n1 /m1 1 / 256 0 / 256 0 / 256 0 / 256
n2 /m2 3 / 256 0 / 256 3 / 256 2 / 256
n3 /m3 3 / 60 0 / 256 4 / 256 1 / 256
n4 /m4 0 / 256 1 / 256 1 / 256 1 / 256

Table 1: Options for the worm EFSM

3.2 Worm Application

Figure 2: EFSM of our worm application

For our worm model we concentrate on the
target discovery mechanisms, i.e. scan-
ning and target lists [WPSC03]. The hit-
list worm was realized by starting the sim-
ulation with a pre-defined amount of ini-
tially infected hosts. Since no signatures
will be generated (at least for our ap-
proach) for proper addressed packets, it
is sufficient to start the scenario with an
increased infected population instead of
simulating the hit-list phase of the worm
spread. The scanning algorithm can be
modeled as a simple extended finite state
machine (EFSM). For our worm appli-
cation, we implemented a generic model

based on a configurable local preference scanning algorithm, i.e. the worm prefers lo-
cal IP addresses. Nevertheless, the scanning EFSM can also realize random scanning by
setting the local values to zero.

Figure 2 depicts the EFSM. The worm is continuously scanning with different ranges from
pseudo random number generation. It varies only the last octet of the address for n1 scans
(i.e. scans in the same /24 network), the last two for n2 scans, the last three for n3 scans
and n4 random scans. Additionally, it is possible to define a maximal range for an octet
with mi = x. As an example, worms on a device with the IP address 130.1.2.3 and
m3 = 10 will scan between 130.0.0.0 and 130.10.255.255. This is necessary since only a
fraction of the total IP space is simulated. Based on this scanning scheme, it is possible to
adapt the worm to the AS topology under attack. Table 1 shows, beside our configuration,
values for common worms. These where published by other researchers, which analyzed
the scanning behavior of them [MSC02] [CGK03].
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3.3 Mitigation System

A mitigation system consists of two parts: On the one hand, a detection method is needed.
Algorithms can be based on different features like error messages [BB02], connection at-
tempt frequencies [KBK06], dark address space [AAM07], address dispersion [CHK+05]
or even only payload [Mah03]. Additionally, it is a practical option to use a combination
of different approaches [JPBB04, RSN+07]. On the other hand, it is necessary to use an
automated containment as manual intervention is to slow for fast spreading worms like
SQLslammer. The possible approaches can be classified in two groups: First, malicious
connections can be blocked or rate-limited based on a list of infected IP addresses for a
specific port. Second, with the help of signatures it is possible to block only malicious
connections without relying on IP addresses.

To allow a wide range of detection and countermeasures applications, we provide different
interfaces in the API. It is possible to place them on NBR, which means the access network
will be protected. Additionally, they can be put on an AS border router to secure a whole
provider network.

3.4 Run Length Control

As we analyze stochastic processes, a single simulation replication is not sufficient. For
example, if the worm infects a large number of hosts in the early stage of the outbreak,
the infection process is accelerated. Contrary to this, only few infections in the beginning
would slow it down. To get reliable results, we have to validate our assumptions with
multiple simulation replications. To be certain about the number of replications, we require
a specific confidence interval. Therefore we applied a method which utitilizes relative
precision [Law07].

n∗r = min{i >= n :
tn−1,1−α/2

√
S2(n)/i

|X̄(n)|
<=

γ

1 + γ
} (1)

The minimal number of replications, with a (1−α) confidence level and a relative error γ,
can be calculated with Equation 1. We used the point in time where half of the susceptible
population is infected to calculate the sample variance S2(n) and the sample mean X̄(n).
The term tn−1,1−α/2 refers to the Student’s t-distribution, more exactly the upper 1−α/2
critical point for the distribution with n− 1 degrees of freedom.

4 Case Study

For our case study, we have chosen a simulation of a Code Red like worm in a scaled
down internet topology. Thereby, we want to appraise the efficiency of signature-based
protection systems. In the following, we describe the simulation setup and the results.
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4.1 Simulation Setup

Figure 3: AS topology used in the case study

To make the simulation as realis-
tic as possible, we have chosen
the settings for topology, worm
type counter measures and run
length carefully.

The topology we finally used
consists of a core formed by
six transit-AS, which represent
larger ISPs. Each of them has five
or six connections to stub-AS, re-
sulting in a total size of 41 AS.
As every AS utilizes a /16 net, the
available IP space is larger then
2.6 million addresses. 1.9 percent
of them are marked as susceptible
after the vulnerability model ini-
tialization process. This leads to
a final number of over 50000 vul-
nerable hosts.

We simulated a local preference worm as this scanning mechanism is quite common (e.g.
Code-Red). To adapt the worm (described in Section 3.2) to the used network topology,
we used n1 = 1, n2 = 3, n3 = 3, n4 = 0 and 256 for all mi except m3 which was 60.

We have chosen an error message-based system as this offers a reliable detection of scan-
ning worms when the amount of susceptible hosts is much less than the total sum. It works
in the following way: if a host exceeds a threshold of ncf failed connection attempts, it
will be marked as suspicious. Afterwards, a signature will be generated. The time needed
for this is denoted as tsg . In order to avoid the deployment of an incorrect signature, a cer-
tain amount ns of identical signatures, belonging to different hosts, needs to be generated
to trigger the deployment. Subsequently, the signature will be deployed to the BB-RAR.
The time needed for this is denoted as tsd. They are able to match the deployed signatures
and discard UDP packets or abort TCP connections that belong to a worm. This enables
us to express the percentage of protected hosts with Equation 2 by the number of infected
(I(t)) and susceptible (S) hosts.

pprot = 1− I(td + tsg + tsd)

S
(2)

For this purpose, td has to be obtained from the simulation data by choosing ns.

We used Equation 1 with the point in time where half of the susceptible population is
infected, 0.15 for the relative error γ and 0.2 for α for run-length control.
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Figure 4: Signature generation with a local preference worm

4.2 Case Study Results

Figure 4 shows the detection and infection results. The number of infections is only plot-
ted for the AS we want to protect and the amount of detected scanning hosts was cut after
an upper bound of 1200. The overlapping areas formed by the detection and infection
percentiles are attributed to the stochastic nature of the worm propagation. The rightmost
percentile represents the slowest overall detection speed and naturally corresponds to the
slower worm spreading. Seen on a single run basis, the detection is always trigged suffi-
ciently early.

With these results, we can appraise the efficiency of signature-based protection systems.
On the one hand, it is possible to determine the amount of protected hosts for a specific
system. Thereto the user has to look up td, by defining the triggering threshold ns, in
Figure 4. With given tsg and tsd for a protection system and td, it is possible to determine
I(t) in the graph. Finally, the percentage of protected hosts can be calculated with Equa-
tion 2. On the other hand, we can get an estimation for the requirements needed to protect
a certain percentage of hosts by transforming Equation 2.

5 Conclusions

We realized an extension for NeSSi2which allows analyses of worm spread and counter
measures. This was done by building an appropriate model for large scale multi-AS
topologies. It tested within a scenario with over 2.6 million IP addresses, conducted in
reasonable time. Thereby, we showed the suitability of our model to this domain. With
the added run length control, we even ensured meaningful simulation results. The results
of the simulation study can be used to appraise signature-based protection systems. Fur-
thermore, the realized simulation environment enables other researcher to conduct similar
studies.
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On the one hand, future extensions should include a generalized attack model which allows
the simulation of non worm threats such as analysis of multistep attacks based on public
databases for vulnerabilities and their exploits. On the other hand, the framework should
be used for evaluating different kinds of counter measures.
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